Instant Deployment

Deployed as part of Visionlink’s Community Operating System, these solutions are ready now. Complete with support, training, and analytics included.

Automatic Reports

Gain insight, while reducing staff time to collect and analyze the information you need.

Existing customers may use their current licenses; new customers can access these tools for dollars a day. Limited launch charges and text message charges apply.

3 Operational Modes

Phone Based & Personalized

For personalized contact, the Tracker allows you to directly register individuals, and then check in with them daily to conduct a quick status and symptom check. Positive, friendly person-to-person contact.

Individual Query – Symptom Tracking

This automated system sends daily text queries about status and symptoms to large numbers of contacts. Simple forms collect standard or custom data as you need. Make changes to the system in real-time to adapt to your changing needs. Pre-built reports provide the analytics keeping your staff informed and not surprised by changing conditions.

Facility Query – Conditions Tracking

Automated daily queries for nursing homes, congregate facilities, correctional facilities and other locations where you need to capture daily status, infection rates, deaths and recoveries so you know where to focus attention and resources. Simple, quick, flexible, inexpensive. Ready now.

Part of the Visionlink CommunityOS Platform.

For More Information

Contact our solutions team. COVID-19@visionlink.org
www.visionlink.org
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